The Insupen range:
customised to suit all injection habits.

The greatest achievement is the
pain reduction.

Clinical recommendations indicate that, in order to ensure correct insulin administration, the selection of needle
depends on the injection technique used (2).

A painless needle improves compliance to the treatment, the deciding element in order to achieve the treatment
objective. For this reason, Pic Diabetes Care designed the Insupen 33G, the thinnest pen needle within the Insupen
range, able to reduce the pain associated with injections and able to improve compliance, enabling improved blood
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The Insupen range represents a complete assortment in terms of diameters and lengths, allowing diabetic patients to
choose their ideal needle, in accordance with individual injection habits, encouraging adherence to their therapy
plans.
(2) A. Frid et al: “New injection recommendations for patients with diabetes”. Diabetes & Metabolism 36 (2010).
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a history of innovation.
represents a culture of research, skills and professionalism which supports Pic Diabetes Care
achieve increasingly higher quality objectives, to oversee patient quality of life.
This experience relates to an effective and gentle treatment for those with diabetes.
Pic, with over 50 years of experience, for a consistently comfortable future for patients.

Insupen 33G: the thinnest Insupen pen needle.
Insupen 33G is the only pen needle which boasts a diameter of just 0.20 mm along the entire length of the cannula.

It is proven that the thickness of the dermis is unrelated to BMI and fluctuates, on average, between 1.8 and 2.5 mm

Reduced diameter and triple sharpening for a genuinely comfortable treatment.

dependent on the injection site (3).

The needle’s Thin Wall guarantee a large internal diameter and therefore, effective and comfortable
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, for Pic Diabetes Care, represents a leadership which grows with time:

after being the first to launch a 32G pen needle in 2007, it presently repeats this achievement

Short Pen Needles
Dermis

with Insupen 33G, the smallest pen needle in terms of diameter and length within the Insupen range!
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Providing the best solutions for patients before anybody else: this is Pic Diabetes Care.
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Short needles are able to surpass the dermis layer with all patients and
reach the subcutaneous tissue, the correct administration site (3)
For this reason and to reduce the risk of muscle injections, guidelines
recommend using short needles on all patients including those with a BMI

Short needles are able to reach the correct
point of administration on all patients.

Approved by those who have tried it.

over 30.

(2) (3)

The results of the customer satisfaction (1) survey, carried out on 50 patients, demonstrate that with Insupen 33G, the
injection is less painful when compared with the needles usually used. In addition, all the patients who tried Insupen
33G would recommend it to others.

Insupen 33G needles make injections less
painful.
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Insulin injections using short needles are also simpler as they

Would you recommend Insupen 33G to
another person with diabetes?
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Insupen 33G is the ideal needle for all patients and ensures treatment with the following characteristics:
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Comfortable, thanks to the smallest diameter present on a global level.
Simple, thanks to the length which is just 4 mm.
Effective, thanks to the needle’s Thin Wall.

(2) A. Frid et al: “New injection recommendations for patients with diabetes”. Diabetes & Metabolism 36 (2010).
(3) Michael A. Gibney et al: “Skin and subcutaneous adipose layer thickness in adults with diabetes at sites used for insulin
(1) Data on file

injection: implication for needle length recommendation”. Curr Med Res & Opinion Vol.26, N° 6, 2010, 1519-1530.
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